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ABSTRACT. Glaciar Upsala, a freshwater calving glacier in southern Patagonia, has 
been ret reating since 1978, and after a drastic recession of about 700 m a 1 in 1994 the 
retreat seems to have stopped in 1995. A large ice-thinning rate of 11 m a 1 was obtained 
between 1990 and 1993, by su rveying surface elevations near the terminus of Glaciar 
Upsala. In 1993- 94, the thinning was estimated at about 20 m a 1 near the lateral margin. 
Some possible causes of the thinning behavior are considered. 

In the ablation area of Glacial' Perito 1\10reno, 50 km south ofGlaciar Upsala, ablation 
rates were measured during 110 d in summer 1993- 94, and air temperature was continu
ously recorded throughout 1994. Using a degree-day method with temperature data at the 
nearest meteorological station, Calafate, annual ablation during the last 30 years was esti
mated to fluctuate from abo ut 12 + 2 to 16 + 2 m a 1 in ice thickness, with a mean of 
14 ± 2 m a I. Thus, the temperatu~e anomaly a lone cannot elucidate the thinning of 
I1 m a 1 al Glaciar Upsala . As a possible mechanism oflhe ice-thinning, it is suggested thal 
lhe considerable relreat due to calving may have resulted in reduction orlongitudinal eom
pressive stress exerted from bedrock rises and islands near the glacier front, causing a con
siderable decrease in the emergence Oow. Thus, the ice may have thinned at a rate close to 
the annual ablat ion rate. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is known that calving glaciers advance and retreat in a 
different way from glaciers on dry land (Mercer, 1961) and 
sometimes exhibit dramatic instability (Meier and Post, 
1987). Glaciar Upsala, a large freshwater calving glacier in 
southern Patagonia, has recently shown rapid retreat, fast 
now and considerable thinning of ice. This paper presents 
the recent behavior of Glaciar Upsala until 1995, and con
siders some possible causes of the ice- thinning, including 
recent climate trends, annual ablation rates and glacier 
dynamics. 

Numerous outlet glaciers di scharge from the two ice 
fields in Patagonia, the larger of which is Hielo Patag6nico 
Sur (HPS; southern Patagonia ice fi eld ) with an area of 

13 000 km2 (Fig. I). Almost all outlet glaciers of HPS calve 
into Gords on the Pacific side and into lakes on the inland 
side. Information compiled from va rious sources, including 
satell ite data and air photographs, shows that mOSl glaciers 
in HPS have retreated considerably during the last half-cen
tury. For example, GlaciaresTyndall, Upsala and O'Higgins 
retreated more than 3 km during 41 years from 1945 (Aniya 
and others, 1992; Naruse and others, 1995). On the other 
hand, Glaciar Pio XI (or Bruggen) advanced about 10 km 
during the same period (Warren and Rivera, 1994), and 
Glaeiar Perito Moreno has been almost in a steady state 
(Aniya a nd Skvarca, 1992; Skvarca and Naruse, 1997). 

From 1983 to 1990, large thinning rates were measured at 
Patagonian glaciers from surveys of surface elevations in the 
ablation areas: 5.2 m a 1 at G laciar Sole I' (Aniya and 
Naruse, 1987) and 4.0 m a 1 at G laciarTyndall (Kadota and 
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others, 1992). Field studies on thick ness change have contin
ued from 1990 to 1996 at Glaciares 1)lI1dall, Upsala and 
Perito Moreno (Naruse and Aniya, 1995). Also flow veloci
ties were measured at Glaciar Upsala, being 3.6 m d 1 in 

November 1990 (Naruse and others, 1992) and 4.4 m d 1 in 
November 1993 (Skvarca and others, 1995b) near the glacier 
terminus. 

Glaciar Upsala Oows sou thward from the eastern part of 
HPS, and calves into Brazo Upsala, a western channel of 
Lago Argentino (Fig. I), at an elevation of about 180 m a.s.l. 
around 49°58' Sand 73°17' W. Clear medial moraines can 
be recognized along the cen ter line, of about 3 km wide 
ablalion a rea near the terminus. The eastern part of the ice 
body is fed from the ice Geld south of the Upsala-Viedma 
divide, while the western part is mostly fed from Glaeiar 
Bertacchi . At the eastern lobe of Glaciar Upsala (Upsala 
east), calving rates and flow velocities were measured in 
March 1992 (Warren and others, 1995). The surface of the 
ablation area of Ups ala is heavily crevassed, with few debris 
covers. Preliminary measurements of water depth were 
made near the glacier front in Brazo Upsala, indicating 
large undulations from about 150 to 500 m in depth (perso
nal communication from H . Svetaz, 1995). Based on these 
data a nd the su rface topography of the glacier, it is consid
ered that the frontal parts have been landed, not aOoat, in 
the western section for at leas t the last 10 years and in the 
eastern section very recently. 

FRONTAL FLUCTUATIONS 

Front positions of Glacial- Upsala since 1945 are known on 
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Fig. l. Map showing the locations rif studied glaciers in the 
southern pari if Hielo Patagonico Sw; South Amerira. The 
meteorological station Lago Argentina is located at Calafate. 

the basis of topographic maps, air photographs and satellite 
data (Aniya and Sharca, 1992; Aniya and others, 1992; 
Sh'arca and others, 1995a, b ). Recent positions of the glacier 
front arc shown in Figure 2. A large retreat can be noted 
between l'ovember 1993 and December 1994. This drastic 
calving retreat may have occurred in mid-1994. Since early 
August 1994, a number of icebergs and blocks in Brazo 

Upsala have prevented tourist boats from approaching 
glaciers in the area (personal communication from L. Man
silla, 1994). In December 1994, Brazo Upsala was tolally cov
ered by icebergs and broken ice for a length of about 12 km 
(Skvarca and others, 1995a). 

Fluctuations in the annual retreat rate averaged over the 
front margin of Upsala during the last half-century are 
shown in Figure 3. The retreat started in 1978 and a large 
retreat of about 700 m a ~ l occurred in 1994. Since December 
1994, the retreat seems to have stopped. 

THINNING RATES 

Surface elevations along a transverse line near the terminus 
ofGlaciar Ups ala were measured on 14 November 1990 and 
21 November 1993. The survey line stre tched over about 
1.5 km from the eastern margin to the medial moraines. 

From the difference in surface elevations between two mea
sureme11ls, change in ice thickness along the survey line can 
be oblained. 

A control point ("cp" in Fig. 2) and an azimuth point 
were set up during the 1990 survey at abo ut 315 m a.s.1. on 
the eastern bank near the glacier front (Naruse and others, 

1992). An electronic distance meter (Topcon EDM-Theodo
lite) was utilized at the control point, and a reflector was 
placed at survey points on the glacier. In 1993, surface eleva
tions at seven points with the same hori zontal coordinates as 
in 1990 were measured. 

Distributions of annual thickness change rate are plotted 
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along the transverse distance in Figure +. As a reference, 
results at Glaciares Tyndall and Perito ~10reno are a lso 
shown. Thinning rate from 1990 to 1993 at Glaciar Upsala 
decreased from 14 m a I near the margin to 9.5 m a I in the 

central part, the mean being 11.Im a I At the flat surface 
a rea close (about 250 m distance ) to the eastern margin, a 
remarkably large thinning rate of about 20 m a I was est i
mated between November 1993 and December 1994. The 
larger thinning rate near the margin may have been caused 
by the enhanced melting rate of ice near the bare rock. At 
Glaciar Tyndall a mean thinning rate of 3.1 m a I was 
obtained, whereas at Glaciar Perito ~Ioreno the mean was 
0.2 III a 1, indicating a nearly stable condition. 
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Fig. 2. Front margins rif Glacial' Upsala. The front positions 
rif 1968 (November) and 1981 (Februm)) were determined 
by vertical aerial photographs, and that rif1986 (January) by 
Landsat thematic map/Jer ( Aniya and Skvarca, 1992). The 
1990 (November) position is based on observation from the 
eastern bank and the fHoglacial lake, which has been modified 
from the front position shown ~Y Aniya and Skvarca (1992). 
The 1993 (November), 1994 (December) and 1995 ( De
cember) positions rif the front and the eastern mmgin were 
measured by conventional angle surveysfrom the control point 
( ep) on the eastern bank to prominent points at the terminus, 
alld also by global positioning system (Ti-imbLe Pathfinder 
Basic receivers) surveys at some points on the ice/rock 
boundm). R indicates a bare-rock ridge seen along the eastern 
glacier mmgin in 1993, that was almost covered with ice in 
1990; ch indicates a lateral water channel; and i indicates 
an island as seen in 1986 at the glacierJront. The survey line 
if surface jJrifiles (Fig. 4) in 1990 and 1993 was located 
between the 1993 and 1994 front mmgins, being therifore 
now (J996) ill the lake riff the glacia 
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DISCUSSION 

R ecent clim.atic trends 

There are no meteorological stations in the glacier region of 
Patagonia. The nearest station, where a long meteorological 
record is available since 1937, is Lago Argentino (220 m a.s.l.) 
at Calafate, about 80 km southeast of the front of Glaciar 

Upsala (Fig. 1). 
According to an analysis by Ibarzabal y Donangelo and 

others (1996), during the last 50 years the annual mean air 
temperature at Calafate has increased by about 0.5°C from 
7.2°C, and the annual precipitation has decreased from 
about 220 mm to 180 mm. Extremely low precipitation 
values have been found in recent years: 82 mm a- I in 1986 
and 60 mm a- I in 1988. Also, a positive trend of temperature 
is seen to be more pronounced at Rio Gallegos (52° S, 
69° W ) on the Atlantic coast. However, these trends are not 
dominant over the whole region to the east of HPS; for ex
ample, there is a weak warming trend and increasing preci
pitation at SanJuliim (49° S, 68° W) on the coast, and nearly 
stable conditions of temperature and precipitation at Puerto 
Deseado (48° S, 66° W ) on the coast. 
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Fig. 3. Fluctuations in the retreat rate qf the Glaciar Upsala 
front during the last half-century. In 1994 a large retreat oc
curred which stopped in 1995. Data sources: Anrya and others 
(1992) Jor 1945- 68, Anrya and Skvarca (1992) jor 1968-90, 
Skvarca and others (1995b) jor 1990- 93, and the present 

studyJor 1993-95. 

Since Calafate is located in a different climate (semi-arid 
condition ) from that in the glacier region, a detailed and 
quantitative discussion is not possible on the relationship 

between variations of glaciers and climate. However, the 
warming trend tends to increase the ablation rate, and the 
decreasing trend in precipitation tends to decrease the sur
face net mass balance and to decrease the albedo of the abla
tion area in winter. Therefore, recent climate trends 
observed at Calafate should have affected somewhat, 
though the magnitude is uncertain, the recent thinning of 
Glaciar Upsala. 

Es tim.ate of annual ablation 

At Glaciar Perito MOI'eno, 50 km south of Upsala, ablation 

rates were measured with 10 m long aluminum poles (in 2 m 
sections) th roughout the summer of 1993-94 (Naruse and 
others, 1995). The mean ablation obtained from four sites 
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around 350 m a.s.1. was 7.0 m ice thickness (6.3 m w.e.) over 
a period of 110 d. Continuous, annual records of air temper
ature were first measured at two sites around the lower 
reach of Glaciar Perito Moreno from November 1993 to De
cember 1994 (Takeuchi and others, 1996). An empirical 1ine
ar relationship was derived between the total ablation and 
the cumulative daily mean air temperature (positive degree 
days: PDDs) during the llO d. A ratio k between the two 
quantities was obtained, of 7.1 mm w.e. °C- I d- I

. Although 
the parameter k should change with the seasons, especially 
when the bare ice is covered with new snow, we assume here 
it is constant throughout the year and from year to year. 

Throughout the year December 1993- November 1994, 
the relationship of daily mean air temperatures at G laciar 
Perito Moreno and the station at Calafate, about 60 km east 
of the glacier front, was examined. I t was found that the 
mean temperature at the glacier is lower than at Calafate 
by 2.3°C during the warm season (October- June), and 
higher by 0.4°C during the cold season Ouly-September). 
For each season, a good linear relationship was obtained 
between the two sites, with a correlation coefficient of 0.93 
and 0.89, respectively. We assume these relationships to be 
valid for monthly mean temperature and for other years. 

Then, monthly mean temperatures at Calafate were 
translated into those at the glacier, and annual PDDs 

during the last 30 years were calculated. Using the PDD 
and parameter k, year-to-year variations in the annual 
amount of ablation at 350 m a.s.1. of G laciar Perito Moreno 
were obtained from 1962 to 1994, as shown in Figure 5. 

It is difficult to evaluate properly the error involved in 
the estimated annual ablation. However, assuming roughly 
an error in the parameter k of ± 10% and an error in the 
rectified daily mean temperature of ± 1°C, the error in an
nual ablation is calculated as about ± 1.5 m . Adding other 
possible errors to the value, the total error may be estimated 
as ± 2 m. Then, a mean annual ablation during the 30 years 
is obtained, of about 14 ± 2 m ice thickness, with a maxi
mum ablation of 16 ± 2 m ice in 1993 and a minimum of 

12 ± 2 m ice in 1971. 
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Fig. 4. Distributions ()/ annual thickness-change rate along the 
transverse linesjrom the lateral ma/gins qfGlaciares Upsala 
(Skvarca and others, 1995b), 1jndall ( Nishida and others, 

1995) and Perito Moreno ( Naruse and others, 1995; Skvarca 

and Naruse, 1997). The negative sign indicates thinning and 
the positive sign thickening. 
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The elevation of the survey line a t Glaciar Upsala is 
about 250 m a.s. l. Though no measurement of the surface 
a lbedo was made on thi s glacier, the color and whiteness of 
surface ice seemed to be a lmost the same as a t Glacia r Perito 
Moreno where the albedo ranged from 0.2 to 0.4 (Takeuchi 
and others, 1995). If we assume the same k val ue for the two 

glaciers, an enhanced annual abl ation due to a lower eleva

tion of lOO m at Glaciar Upsala is given, of about 2 m. So, 
mean a nnual ablation during 30 years at Glaciar Upsala is 
estimated as about 16 ± 2 m ice thickness, with 18 ± 2 m ice 
as a max imum and 14 ± 2 m ice as a minimum. 

Thus, a range between the maximum and minimum 
annual ablation caused by year-to-year va riations in air 
temperature can be considered as about 4 ± 3 m ice thick
ness, which is much smaller than the measured ice thinning. 
It is concluded that the change in temperature a lone cannot 
elucidate thc thinning rate of lIm a I at Glacia r Upsala. 
Changes in precipitation in winter (a lbedo effect) or the 

amount of cloud cover in summer may a lso greatly influence 
the ablation rate. 
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Fig. 5. Variations in the annual amount tif ablation (m ice 
thickness) at about 350 m a.s.l. in Glaciar Perito A1oreno, es
timatedfrom the temjJerature data at CalaJate during the last 
30]ears. 

DynalTIical features of thinning of Glaciar Upsala 

T he th ickness change during a year at the ablation area of a 
glac ier res ult s from the difference be tween the annual emer
gence velocity and the annual net abl ati on rate (negative 
annua l surface net mass ba lance). Near the terminus of 
G lacia r Upsala, a thinning rate of II m a I was obtained 
and a tota l ablation rate of 16 ± 2 m ice thickness was esti
mated. T he to ta l abla tion is the sum of the net abl ation and 
the melting amount of snow acc umul ation. Monthly mean 
air temperature in the coldest month Gune) was mcasured 
as +O.3°C at Glacia r Perito Moreno (Takeuchi and others, 
1996). Based on precipitation data at Cala fate, it is presumed 
that the ablation a rea of the glacier is intermit tentl y covered 
with new snow during the pe riod M ay- August. If wc 
ass ume snow acc umulation nea r the glacier terminus to be 
on the order of 2 or 3 m a \ the emergence velocity is also on 
the order of 2 or 3 m a- I, which is ve ry small compared with 
the annual net ablation. 

T he emergence Oow is caused by the longitudina l com
pression of ice due to a longitudina l com pressive stress in a 
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para ll el-sided valley glacier, as is the case of the lower part 
of Glacia r Upsala. The very sma ll emergence component 
nea r the Upsala terminus indicates that the glacier is mov
ing a lmost without deformation; the ice body is sliding with 
a ve ry high velocity of a round 4 m d- I (in November 1990 
and 1993). Due to the existence of abundant water in the la t

eral margins as well, the side drag is al so considered to be 

very low. The very small longitudinal compressive stress 
nea r the terminus may have res ulted from a considerable 
reducti on in backs tress from bedrock rises and islands nea r 
the fro nt, after the la rge re treat. 

Si m il a r behaviors of glacier retreats a re found in Cordil
lera Darwin and Alaska. According to Holmlund and Fuen
zalida (1995), prior to 1943 there was a slight retreat of 
g laciers along the northern side of Cordillera Da rwin, a nd 
over the las t two decades the north-facing glacier VeI1li s
quero M a rineJli has retreated seve ra l hundred meters per 
year. The authors considered the dramatic recession to be 

only pa rtl y a response to climatic cha nges, and mainly due 
to the local topography. With respect to tidewater glaciers, 
Meier and Post (1987) sta ted a feedback, in that retreat de
creases back-pressure on the glacier, increasing its stretching 
and velocity, and causing thinning, which decreases the ef
fective pressure on the bed, causing further increase in 
stretching and further increase in calving. H aving a na lyzed 
data from Columbia Glacier (Alaska ), Van der Veen (1986) 
pointed out that the cal ving rate is not simply linked to ob
se rved quantiti es such as water depth or stretching rate near 
the terminus. H e suggested that, during the retreat, thick
ness a t the terminus appears to be linea rly correlated with 
water depth; at the terminus, the thickness in excess offlota
ti on remained at about 50 m. Venteri s a nd others (1997) con
clude that, fo r the dynamics of Columbia Glacier, backstress 
from the shoal and island a t the end of the fj ord is not impor
tant; rather, termina l position is dete rmined by ice thickness 
which, in turn, is primaril y determined by the rate of long
itudina l stre tching. 

Due to scarce da ta at Gl ac ia r Upsala, we cannot com
pare its behavior with that of Columbi a Glacier. An interest
ing problem remains unsolved: of retreat and thinning, 
which is the cause and which is the effect of the shrinkage 
ofGlacia r Upsala? 

CONCLUSION 

T he la rge thinning rate of Ilm a I measured a t Glacia r 
Upsala cannot be elucidated by temperature change a lone. 
We propose a scena rio for the thinning and retreat. Retreat 
of the glacier sta rted in the late 1970s, probably indepen
den tl y of cl imatic changes. Retreat of the front has reduced 
the backstress from the fronta l pa rt of the glacier. Due to a 
low compressive stress, the emergence Oow dec reased con
siderably. As a res ult, la rge thinningof ice has occurred with 
a magnitude close to the annual net abl ation. 
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